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Outline

§ Inequality - Financial inclusion

§ Financial services – financial innovation
§ (optimal?) Debt
§ Demystifying derivatives
§ Financialization of commodity (futures) markets
§ (Excessive?) Speculation
§ Conclusiones / Challenges
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Income inequality has been increasing within
countries but decreasing across countries

BIS, Quarterly Review, March 2016
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Redistribution decreases income inequality but does
not affect trends

BIS, Quarterly Review, March 2016
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Financial inclusion indicators 2011

BIS, Quarterly Review, March 2015
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Financial inclusion indicators 2011

BIS, Quarterly Review, March 2015
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Financial inclusion indicators 2004 & 2012

BIS, Quarterly Review, March 2015



Financial Sector of an Economy

Peter Brandner

§ Allocation function (factors of production)
§ Capital
§ Risk !
§ …

§ Instruments
– assets / liabilities seen as (stochastic) cash flows
– „Financial engineering“
– Transaction: Sell & buy!

§ Different views
– Macro
– Micro-marketstructure

§ Financial innovations: make financial intermediation happen

Core function of the financial sector: financial intermediation
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No doubt: a developed economy needs a sophisticated
financial sector ® beneficial to society?

§ provides price signals / completes markets

§ managing risks / providing liquidity

§ alleviating informational asymmetries

§ promoting entrepreneurship / encourages innovation

§ reduces transaction costs

§ alleviates poverty / reduces inequality

® fosters growth

§ But feeling is not shared by society ….

Peter Brandner

Theories explaining the role played by finance
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Just the Pope? What Americans respond Dec 2014 …

http://www.financialtrustindex.org/resultswave23.htm
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R. Greenwood, D. Scharfstein (2013), The Growth of Finance

The Growth of Financial Services (USA)
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… and the Growth of Profits (USA)

Johnson, Simon, 2009, The Quiet Coup in: The Atlantic Online http://www.theatlantic.com/doc/200905/imf-advice, 21.04.2009
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Relative Size of Financial Intermediaries

IMF, Global Financial Stability Report, 2016
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Selective history of financial innovation

www.economist.com /node/21547999
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Market-Based Intermediation: New Financial Produkts

IMF, Global Financial Stability Report, 2012
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Market-Based Intermediation: New Financial Produkts

BIS, Quarterly Review September 2009
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Market-Based Intermediation: New Financial Produkts

BIS, Statistical release, OTC derivatives statistics at end-June 2016 , Nov. 2016
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Trade betw. Advanced & Emerging Market Economies

IMF, Global Financial Stability Report, 2016
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Global Financial Integration

IMF, Global Financial Stability Report, 2016
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Debt

BIS Papers 80, 2015

Jews, Christians, Muslims long regarded lending with suspicion;
evang. Protestants had mostly come to regard borrowing as sinful

Governments: religion of financial orthodoxy: Free Trade,
Balanced Budgets and the Gold Standard

Debt ® economic welfare benefits:

§ Households can smooth consumption

§ Government can offset demand shocks

§ Firms can invest more quickly

§ How much debt is too much debt (procyclical lending,
overconsumption / overinvesting)?
® resource misallocations ® boom/bust cycles
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Debt trends

BIS Papers 80, 2015
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Real GDP per capita trends

BIS Papers 80, 2015
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HH Debt-to-GDP Ratio & Financial Development

IMF, Global Financial Stability Report, 2017
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G20 Nonfinancial Sector Credit Trends

IMF, Global Financial Stability Report, 2017
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IMF, Global Financial Stability Report, 2017

G20 Nonfinancial Sector Credit Trends
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Long-Term per Capita GDP Growth & Household Debt

IMF, Global Financial Stability Report, 2017
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Private credit to GDP ratio and growth 1980-2009

BIS, Working paper 381, 2012
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Financial sector share in employment and growth

BIS, Working paper 381, 2012
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More Finance is not always better

BIS, Working paper 381, 2012



Derivatives: tool for risk management

Peter Brandner

What is the role/importance of derivatives for the European economy?
Derivatives are contracts traded on financial markets that are used to
transfer risk. Derivatives are of key importance for the European
economy. This is because they serve as insurance against price
movements and reduce the volatility of companies' cash flows, which in
turn results in more reliable forecasting, lower capital requirements, and
higher capital productivity. Derivatives have in recent years developed
into a main pillar of the international financial system and are an
indispensable tool for risk management and investment purposes.
Derivatives contribute to improve the operational, information, and
allocation efficiency, thereby increasing the efficiency of financial
markets. They help lower the cost of capital and enable firms to
effectively invest and channel their resources, thereby making them an
important driver of economic growth.

European Commission, MEMO/12/60, Brussels, 1 February 2012
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Global OTC derivatives markets

BIS, Statistical release, OTC derivatives statistics at end-June 2016 , Nov. 2016
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Global OTC derivatives markets

Gross market value at current market prices provides a measure of economic significance that is readily comparable across markets and
products.
Gross credit exposure provides a measure of exposure to counterparty credit risk (before collateral)

BIS, Statistical release, OTC derivatives statistics at end-June 2016 , Nov. 2016



Derivatives and the „real“ sector

Peter Brandner

ISDA® Research Notes, Number 2, 2009

Derivatives usage by financial and non-financial firms

2009 ISDA Derivatives Usage Survey, Fortune global 500 companies
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ISDA® Research Notes, Number 2, 2009

Derivatives usage by industry category
2009 ISDA Derivatives Usage Survey, Fortune global 500 companies
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Derivatives and the „real“ sector
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Historical real prices 1915(=100) – 2010

Valiante, D. (2013), “Commodities Price Formation: Financialisation and Beyond”, CEPS.
Annual data. 1915=100

Still hold the financialization/commodity price view ?

Just one
episode –
unusual?
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Commodity Price Volatility, 1991-2011

IIF Commodities Task Force Submission to the G20 (2011)

Still hold the financialization/commodity price volatility view ?
Trend started long before financialization takes place
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§ Fundamental difference: spot market – futures market

- Investors / speculators buy „paper“-commodities
≈ 2% of futures contracts take delivery of physical
commodity

§ Money inflows to commodity futures markets is NOT
demand of “real” commodities
→ no limit to the number of futures contracts that can be created

at a given price level !!
→ futures markets are zero-sum games: no impact on prices
→ Impact on prices if new information emerges that causes

market participants to revise their estimates of physical supply
and/or demand

→ no solid evidence of a causal link between financial
investment and commodity price trends and volatility !!

Peter Brandner

Mechanics of futures trading
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Working‘s Speculative „T“  Index

Speculative index reflects the extent by which the level of
speculation exceeds the minimum necessary to absorb long and
short hedging, recognizing that long and short hedging positions
could not always be expected to offset each other even in markets
where these positions were of comparable magnitudes.

= 1 + ( )			if			( ≥ )

= 1 + ( )			if			( ≥ )

Open interest held by:
speculators = noncommercials, hedgers = commercials

= 	Heding,	Short= 	Speculation,	Short
= 	Hedging,	Long= 	Speculation,	Long
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Is speculation „excessive“?

BIS; IIF Commodities Task Force Submission to the G20 (2011)

No evidence of
„excessive“ speculation
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Is speculation „excessive“?

D.R. Sanders, S.H. Irwin, R.P. Merrin (2010), The Adequacy of Speculation in Agricultural Futures Markets: Too Much of a Good Thing?

Working‘s Speculative „T“  Index
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Is speculation „excessive“?

D.R. Sanders, S.H. Irwin, R.P. Merrin (2010), The Adequacy of Speculation in Agricultural Futures Markets: Too Much of a Good Thing?

Working‘s Speculative „T“  Index No evidence of excessive“
speculation in 2006-08
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Is speculation „excessive“?

D.R. Sanders, S.H. Irwin, R.P. Merrin (2010), The Adequacy of Speculation in Agricultural Futures Markets: Too Much of a Good Thing?

Working‘s Speculative „T“  Index
No evidence of excessive“
speculation in 2006-08



Speculation in agricultural commodities?

Peter Brandner

“the balance of … available evidence does not support
the speculative bubble theory. The most likely
explanation of price increases since the beginning of
2007 to mid-2008 seems to be a combination of
economic fundamentals in particular and factors specific
to the financial markets, which might have amplified
price changes.”

Source: European Commission’s papers (2009 & 2008): Commission Staff Working Document
SEC(2009) 1447; Task Force on the role of speculation in agricultural commodities price movements.
Is there a speculative bubble?
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“Efforts to reduce speculation in futures markets might
even have unintended consequences.”
…
“Commodity futures have become an integral part of
food markets, and they perform an important role for
many market participants. Adequate regulation should
improve, not ban, speculative trading in order to foster
market performance.”

Source: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Policy Brief 9, June 2010
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Derivatives:  Speculation ↔ Hedging
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§ Promote conditions for markets to function smoothly
- Key drivers of commodity price developments are market

fundamentals (including stock levels, production)
- Increase liquidity, efficiency, transparency (reliable data!):

spot/physical & derivative
- Structural factors: reduce government interventions, barriers

to trade; expand the role of private sector

§ Policy measures in discussion (evidence?)
- Higher margin requirements → more volatile markets?
- Position limits → detrimental to functioning of the market
- Taxing (short term) financial transaktions → de facto tax on

risk management; → amplifies distortions

Peter Brandner

Financialization of commodity (futures) markets
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EVANGELII GAUDIUM
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§ Financial innovation has improved access to credit, reduced costs,
and increased choice.
But …

§ Private return of financial activities often (much) higher than
percieved social return ® public dislike towards finance

§ Regulation & development of competitive financial markets – rule
of law (to much government regulation can make problems worse):

- Systemic risks (macroprudential regulation ) / single entities
- Incentives

§ Finance as a service: grown because of demand? Cost-to-benefit
ratio?

Peter Brandner

Conclusions / challenges
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§ Theory: provides no basis for presumption that financial innovation
increases welfare (by expanding financial opportunities)

§ Empiric: on average, bigger financial sector correlates with higher
growth (but on the margin?) ® optimal size?

® Tradeoff between the costs of financial innovation
(systemic fragility, market volatility, risks to be managed
carefully) and its significant benefits for the real
economy (faster growth)

Peter Brandner

Conclusions / challenges


